(1) The end of Sec. III.A, starting after Eq. We now need to distinguish between two cases.
Case 1: v > 0. The free energy is minimized by either n = ±m and arbitrary φ, or by φ = kπ/2, k = 0, ±1, . . . and arbitraryn ·m, [3] [4] [5] [6] The condition u > 0 must be fulfilled for the system to be stable.
Case 2: v < 0. The free energy is minimized byn ⊥m and φ = π/4, and ψ 0 = −t/2(u + v). The condition u + v > 0 must be satisfied for the system to be stable.
Phases with ψ × ψ * = 0 and ψ × ψ * = 0 are sometimes referred to as unitary and nonunitary phases, respectively. In all cases, mean-field theory predicts a continuous transition from the disordered phase to an ordered phase at t = 0. The mean-field phase diagram in the u-v-plane is shown in Fig. 1 . Here w ∝ (µq 2 ) 3/2 is a positive coupling constant whose presence drives the transition into any of the ordered phases first order. In addition, the parameters t and u acquire dependences on µq 2 , as is the case for swave superconductors.
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(3) Equations (3.7), the sentence preceding them, and the paragraph following them, should read Definingũ = u + v, andṽ = −v, we find the RG recursion relations
Here l = ln b with b the length rescaling parameter, we have redefined 4πµ → µ, and we have absorbed a common geometric factor in the coupling constants u, v, and µ. These flow equations were first derived by Millev and Uzunov, 8 and later generalized to include effects of quenched disorder. 9 For v = 0, they reduce to those of Ref. 7, as they should.
(4) In the remainder of the paper, u * and u * 0 should be interpreted asũ * , and v * and v * 0 asṽ * .
